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35ps Ripple Carry Josephson Adder with Latch
Using High Gain Direct Coupled Logic Gates

Shuichi Fujita, Masaru Okada, KohJi Hohkawa and Aklra Ishlda

Masami Tokumitsu',

Atsugi Electrical Communication Laboratory, N.T.T.
1839 Ono,

Atsugi, Kanagawa, 243-0L,

This paper demonstrates a new configuration
connected with a self-gating
based on the dual rail logic constructed with high
gates. The configuratlon for the short ripple carry
latch-to-adder i-nterconnection is proposed, and the
35ps rippl-e carry delay was successfully performed.
Josephson adder circuit

1. Introduction
Supercooducti-ng integrated circuits utlliztng
Josephson tunnel junctions have been foreseen as

future computer devices because of their high
switching speed and low power dissipation.
Current-switched logic gate constructed with
Josephson junctions and resistors, especially HDCL
gates which we have orooo""JJ) r" very attractive
due to lts wide operating margin, high switching
speed, low pohrer dissipation and smal1 gate size.
An adder circuit, which ls one of the basic
parts in the arl-thmetic logic unit, requlres high
speed operation. A circuit with dual rail fogi[2)
is suited for the high speed adder application
because of its timing free nature. However, a
conventional dual rail adder requi.res about two
tftnes of a number of gates and input lines,
co:npared with those of a single rail adder, which
would cause an operating margi.n reduction.
In this paper, a new configuration for a high
speed and wide margin adder circuit ernploying HDCL
gates is proposed. An interconnection with a
latch i.s also studied.

2, Desigrr
2.I Construction of adder wlth latch
Fig. l illustrates a configuration for a ful_l
adder circuit with latches. Latch circuits, wtrtch
store lnput data, an addend A' and an augend Brr,
at the end of a machine cycle, and generate dual
rail signals, Arr, [r,, B,r, and Er, at the beginning
of the next machine cycle, are connected in the
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for a high speed ripple carry
Josephson latch. The circuit is
gain direct coupled logic (HDCL)
critical pattr and the wide margin
experimental adder operation with

front stage of the adder. Ttre adder circuit v*rich
obtai-ns the dual rail input signals from the latch
circuits and the carry from the lower bit adder
circuit, generates a sum output Srr, carry outputs
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latch circui.t is constructed with a master
flip-flop (AC f/f)-'for storing input data in a
superconducting storage loop between machine
cycles, and a slave fltp-flop (SCa)-tor detecting
the infonnatlon stored in the storage loop.The SGA
generates the dual rail outputs at the beginning
of the next machine cycle and holds the outputs
during the same machlne cycle.
The fu11 adder circuit is constructed with
four AND gates, G1-G4 ; G 1 l_s f or generating a
carry signal Cn, G2 is for a half adder sum signal
Xo, G3 is for a carry complement signal drr, and G4
The
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Fig.1 Conflguration for a ful1 adder circuit with
latches.

is for a sum signal S' and single Josephson
junetions JJl, JJz for generating A;B' and T;En
signals, respectively. The wide operatlng rnargin
coul-d be obtained by reducing the number of
gates. By taking thb followlng configuration, the
number of gates could be reduced to be 60% of. the
conventional one.
1) The circuit is mainly constructed with
structure instead of ttAND-oRtt
"OR-AND" circuit
circuit structure. In this way, the half adder sum
output *r, can be obtalned by only one AND gate,
ttAND-ORtt circuit
wtr il-e
requires two AND gates .
The sum signal Srr, the carry signal Crr, and its
q
are generated ln the simil-ar
complement
-n
way. 2) A simply structured AND gate that is
constructed with t\tro cascaded HDCL gates is
employed. 3) The carry signals A.B' and f.E-r, are
simply generated by the single junctions JJl, JJz,
instead of AND gates. To realLze this circuit
rsith wide margin, buffer gates rsith large fan-out
capability was einployed in the SGA. 4) A half
adder sum complementary output 1- ts generated by
the signals A;*r, and ['B-r, from JJl and JJ2.
2.2 Shortening of critical path
For the high speed operation, the ripple carry
path through wtrich a carry slgnal from
critical
the lowest bit propagates to the highest bit
should be shortened. We have constructed the
ripple carry critical path with only one HDCL gate
per bit by taking a circuit configuration as shown
in Fig.1.
The HDCL gate delay time depends uPon the
parallel resistance \ of shunt-junction J Z in
of
the
FLg.2. Computer simulation results
switching delay time and the operatlng margin for
the AND gate used to the ripple carry path are

plotted in Fig.3 as a function of the parallel
resistance \ of the gate. Small value resistors
slow down a junction switching speed which results
in a larger gate delay, w?rile large value
resistors
causes poor operating margin. An
oltimum
\ value considering the margin and delay
should be chosen. At a typical design, 45ps/bit
adder operation with the wide margin of up to
lgOZ ts expecred.
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Fig.3 IIDCL gate switching delay and operating
margin variation with para1lel resistors.
2.3 Latch-to.-adder interconnection
For obtaining the wide margin latch-to-adder
interconnection,
noise reduction
the
and
amplification of the signal to the adder circuit
is required. It is performed by using HDCL gates
for SGA output gates TG and CG as shown in
Fig.I. The noise which flows into CG is caused by
an incomplete isolation of the switched sense gate
by r,fiich input signal to the CG should be isolated
on a set condition. The noise into TG is nainly
caused by the input junction switching of CG on a
reset condltlon, To avoid the noise problem, the
gate should have such a threshol,d
buf f er
characteristics that switches by a input signal
with a settled amplitude over a wide bias range
but dose not swltch by a smal1 input signal. This
characteristics is easily realized using HDCL gate
vfrich has 1-arge shunt-junction critical
current
-

Fig.2
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The threshold characteristics of the complement
output gate CG at a typical design is shown in
Fig,4. To obtain the larger outputs, current
levels of the buffer gates are chosen 1.-5 times as
large a value than that of gates usr:d in the
adder. The output signal- current at the low bias
current could be enough to operate the adder

circuit with the wide margin of up to t307". With
the output gates TG and CG, the latch circuit
could operate over the bias current range of up
to !26"A by cornputer simulation.
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Experiment

In order to estimate an operating rnargin and
carry delay time for the proposed configuration,
the 2-bit paral lel adder with latch and the 15-bit
ripple carry adder rnodel were fabrlcated by using
a standard Pb alloy process of 5r:m mini_mum line
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3.1 2-bit parallel adder with latch
Fig.5 shows a photograph of an experimentally
fabricated 2-bit adder with latch. A 2-bit
parallel adder operation are successfully obtained
by the experiment as shown in Fig,6, As shor.rn in
the fl-gure, output signals for each i.nput signals
are obtained on the next cycle. this demonstrates
that the latch circuit store input data on a
rnachine cyele and adder operation is carrled out
successfully on the next cycle. The operating
margin of the latch-to-adder interconnectlon rrras
estimated by measuring the operating margin for
the AND gate in the adder circuit as a function of
the SGA outprit level as shown in Fig.7. The SGA
output gates supply the current enough to drive
the AND gate in the adder with the wide margin
of !Zt%. Ilowever, the bias margin for the latch
circuit was t7%, Tkris narrow margi-n is rnainly
caused by the reduced loop current in the AC
F/F, due to improper damping condition.
The latch could operate with a wide margin wtren
the loop curreot was increased, by feeding an
additional signals into the loop. From this
experiment, the noise protectlve property of

Fig.6 Operation waveforms of
1atch.
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Fig.7 Measured operating margi.n for the interconnected AND gate.
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buffer gates was verified.
3.2 16-bit ripple carry model clrcuit
In order to experimentally estimate the adder
operating speed, the 16-bit ripple carry model
wtrich perforrns a following add operation;
1111...11+0000...01, \ras also fabricated. Fig.8
shows a rnicrophotograph of an experirnentally
fabricated 16-bit ripple carry modeL circuit. This
135

circult is constructed with two AND gates per bit;
one generates a carry signal, the other is a dummy
gate for the sum generator.
Fig.9 illustrates typical carry output
stage and ninth
waveforms of the first
time \tas
delay
ps/bit
carry
stage. 35
experimentally obtalned at the typical operating
point. The experimental obtained carry delay tirne
per blt is shown tn Flg.10 as a function of the
blas current. Ttre carry deLay tinre comPuted by
using experimentally obtalned gate parameters is
represented by hatching area. In the high bias
current range, the measured value agrees fairly
well- with the computed value. Ilowever, in the low
bias range, the measured value is larger than the
computed one. The reason of the difference is
that the smal1 process varlation would cause
larger switching speed variation at the lower bias
range near the threshold.

Fig.8 A microphotograph of the fabricated
ripple carry model circuit.
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Fig.10 Ripple carry signal delay bias dependency.
The adder circult rlras verifled to have a sma1l
switching del-ay. Ilowever, switching delay of the
adder hras relatively
large at a 1ow bl-as
range. Reduction in the bias level dependency of
switching delay is an important problem at the
next stage.

5. Conclusion
l,le have proposed a neril configuration for a
high speed Josephson adder with latch ernploying
high gain DCL gates. The 2-bit paraLLet adder with
latch fabricated by using a standard Pb alloy
process operated satisfactorily.
The experlmental
latch-to-adder
margin
of
the
operating
lnterconnection as wide as !27"/. was obtained. The
add operatlng speed of 35 ps/bit \^ras measured by
16-bit rtpple carry model circuit.
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Fig.9 Measured signal waveforms of t'he riPPle
carry adder model
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